FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF GREENWICH

GLORY TO GOD

HYMNAL DEDICATIONS
In memory of Stephen C. Avirgan. - Wendy Avirgan
In memory of Frank and Maida Swanson. - Wendy Avirgan
In memory of Arthur and Marjorie Paulson. - Wendy Avirgan
In memory of Constance Boardman. - Wendy Avirgan
In appreciation of many years of membership. - Martha Atherlay Awdziewicz
In honor of Abi Babcock. - Her grateful daughters
In honor of Thaddeus Dean Wilkins. - Abigail Wilkins Babcock
In honor of Catherine & Rebecca Babcock. - Abigail Wilkins Babcock
In memory of Randall Atcheson. - Abi, Catherine & Rebecca Babcock
In memory of our wonderful parents. - Carol and Bob Barber
In memory of Emma Bonnadell Enloe. - Sharon Baum
In memory of Margaret Clibourn. - Sharon Baum
In honor of Phyllis Nicholas. - Beth Bemis
In honor of Alex Bemis. - Beth Bemis
In honor of Lindsey Bemis. - Beth Bemis
In honor of family. - Beth Bemis
In honor of family & friends. - Beth Bemis
In honor of Angus Binnie. - Michelle and John Binnie
In honor of Alex Binnie. - Michelle and John Binnie
In memory of my mother, Marjorie Lucas Crary. - Renie Blair
In honor of Ted Karchuta. - The Boldt family
In honor of The Bragg Family. - Margaret Bragg
In memory of my parents, Henry & Mabel Bucher. - Helen Louise Branom
In memory of my parents, Wayne & Marie Branom. - Wayne T. Branom, Jr. MD
In honor of My Beloved Parents, Harvey & Lenora Dunbar. - Diane Brown
In memory of John C. Butler. - Katie Butler
In memory of Helen & Robert Blasier. - Katie Butler
In memory of Jerry & Margot Judge. - Chris Howes
In memory of Mr. Kenneth Cranstoun. - Carola Cranstoun Cammann
In memory of Mr. & Mrs. Robert Livingston Cammann. - Carola Cranstoun Cammann
In memory of Mrs. Floyd W. Jefferson and Mrs. Helen Van Kortlandt Clarkson Cammann.
- Carola Cranstoun Cammann
In memory of Mr. Cortland Cammann. - Carola Cranstoun Cammann
In honor of Mrs. Winona Mullis. - Carola Cranstoun Cammann
In honor of Shirley Escudero. - Ginny Campbell
In memory of Douglas Campbell. - Ginny Campbell
In memory of Dr. Edith Beck. - Ginny Campbell
In memory of Reverend William & Berenice J. Hyllengren.
- Gretchen Carlson, Casey, Kaia & Christian Close
In memory of Roy & Viola Carlson. - Gretchen Carlson, Casey, Kaia & Christian Close
In honor of Lee & Karen Carlson. - Gretchen Carlson, Casey, Kaia & Christian Close
In honor of Richard & Carol Close. - Gretchen Carlson, Casey, Kaia & Christian Close
In honor of Kaia & Christian Close. - Gretchen Carlson & Casey Close
In honor of Reverend Sean Miller, Reverend Andre Castillo & Minister of Music Randall Atcheson.
- Gretchen Carlson, Casey, Kaia & Christian Close
In honor our children, Caleb, Oliver, and Benjamin. - Lynda and Jae Cha
In honor of Ellison Augusta Charette. - Dana and Jon Charette
In honor of Alden Jane Charette. - Dana and Jon Charette
In honor of Linley Fowler Charette. - Dana and Jon Charette
In honor of Dana and Jon Charette. - Ellison, Alden, and Linley Charette
In honor of Patricia Drouillard Fowler. - Dana and Jon Charette
In honor of Guy Hundley Fowler. - Dana and Jon Charette
In honor of Jane Connors Charette. - Dana and Jon Charette
In honor of Everett Anthony Charette. - Dana and Jon Charette
In memory of Andree Hajjar. - Hagar & Julien Chemali
In memory of Marie Badr. - Hagar & Julien Chemali
In honor of my family. - Carolyn Cleveland
In honor of Stanford N. Phelps. - Amanda and Blake Conner
In honor of Judy and Dave Kelly. - Amanda and Blake Conner
In honor of you, Dear Reader... may your heart be touched deep, your spirit lifted high, and those you meet blessed abundantly by your voice and song. - A fellow traveler on the road.
In memory of Lois D. DeWahl. - David A. DeWahl, Jr.
In memory of Elizabeth DeWahl. - David A. DeWahl, Jr.
In honor of David A. DeWahl. - David A. DeWahl, Jr.
In loving memory of our parents, Juliette & Harry Dubin, and Betty and James Howe. - Ron and Susie
In memory of our parents, Harry and Juliette Dubin, Jim and Betty Howe. - Ron & Susie Dubin
In honor of Judy and Dave Kelly. - Julia Dunn
In honor of Lee Ganshaw. - Julia Dunn
In honor of Tom, Caroline, Elizabeth and John Dunn. - Julia Dunn
In memory of Bernard Eichwald. - Doris Eichwald and family
In memory of Philip Hahn. - Leo & Lilian Eng
In memory of Stan Phelps. - Leo & Lilian Eng
In honor of Jonathan Bennett Freeman Masterson and Everett Wellington Freeman Masterson. - Barbara Freeman
In memory of Anne L. Frye, John R. Frye and Holly Frye Allen. - Robin Lynne Frye
In memory of Jacqueline Ganshaw. - The Ganshaw family
In honor of MayMay & Gaga. - Holly, Wit, and Clara Geffs
In honor of the freedom to sing! - Laura & Tolman Geffs
In memory of Marjorie & Bob Gallagher - The Giambo family
In honor of Philip M. Hahn. - Carolyn Hahn-Re & Philip M. Hahn II
In memory of Jean R.Hahn. - Carolyn Hahn-Re and Philip M. Hahn II
In memory of Jean Hann. - Jim & Bonnie Hann
In honor of Helen (Pat) Lee. - Bonnie Hann
In memory of Bob Harper. - Betsy Harper
In honor of our aunt, Winona Mullis. - Dennis & Beverly Henderson
In memory of my father, Gene Martin. - Lauren Holden
In honor or Eaton Henry Holden. - Lauren & Hale Holden
In honor of Weston Charles Holden. - Lauren & Hale Holden
In memory of The Reverend Dr. Katie Geneva Cannon. - Carolyn Hopley
In memory of Dr. John Brooks Hoffman. - Paula Jensen
In honor of Margaret and Steve Plunkett. - Paula Jensen
In honor of Ron & Edie Wilson. - Paula Jensen
In honor of Winona Mullis. – Paula Jensen
In memory of Eleanor Clarke. - Beverly Jomo
In memory of Daniel James Joyella. - Jim, Karen and Suzanne Joyella
In memory of Ruth Heinson Marks. – Jim, Karen and Suzanne Joyella
In honor of my sister, Olga. - Ted Karchuta
In honor of the Boldt family. - Ted Karchuta
In honor of my mom, Rachel Kelley. - Morgan Kelley
In honor of my mom, Rachel Kelley. - Mason Kelley
In honor of Norman & Dolores Collins. - Victor & Gail Khosla
In honor of Grant Khosla. - Victor & Gail Khosla
In honor of Charles Khosla. - Victor & Gail Khosla
In honor of Duncan Khosla. - Victor & Gail Khosla
In memory of Chong Chun Park. - Ryan and Hellen Kim
In honor of our children, Annabelle, Elsa & Lucas. - Ryan and Hellen Kim
In honor of our friends at FPCG. - The Kim family
In honor of our mothers. - Ryan and Hellen Kim
In memory of Frances "Nan" Kuck. - John H. Kuck
In memory of Frances "Nan" Kuck. - Sally A. Kuck
In memory of Julius A. Kuck. - John H. Kuck
In memory of Julius A. Kuck. - Sally A. Kuck
In memory of Frank Massaro. - The Larken family
In memory of Jasper Larken. - The Larken family
In honor of Auden. - Jeffrey Laurence
In honor of Galen. - Jeffrey Laurence
In honor of Luca. - Jeffrey Laurence
In memory of The Rev. Charles Russell Atherton, Sr. - Kimberly A. Lee
In honor of our children, Nate and Sloane. - Robb & Rachael LeMasters
In memory of Henry V. "Gene" Leonard, Jr. - Doris K. Leonard
In memory of Louise Crow. - Doris K. Leonard
In memory of Melinda Lorenz. - Steve, Mark and Eric Lorenz
In memory of my parents, Elizabeth and Wadsworth Applebee. - Eleanor Applebee Lorig
In honor of Brittany Loveless. - Chris and Stacy Loveless
In honor of Sloane Loveless. - Chris and Stacy Loveless
In honor of Darby Loveless. - Chris and Stacy Loveless
In honor of Piper Loveless. - Chris and Stacy Loveless
In honor of Robin and Wade Carter. - Chris and Stacy Loveless
In honor of Robert and Patsy Davis. - Chris and Stacy Loveless
In honor of Laura and Jerry Lewis. - Chris and Stacy Loveless
In honor of RD and Zeffie Loveless. - Chris and Stacy Loveless
In honor of Dub and Tonya White. - Chris and Stacy Loveless
In honor of Stef and Billy Pawlosky. - Chris and Stacy Loveless
In honor of Mike and Jansyn Tropea. - Chris and Stacy Loveless
In honor of Joey, Gunner and Pepper Loveless. - Chris and Stacy Loveless
In memory of Victor Franz Monfort. - Sebastian Lux
In memory of Caroline Sugiani. - Renee Lux
In honor of family. - Samuel and Louise Marasso
In memory of Voya Zubbrick. - Samuel and Louise Marasso
In honor of Katharine Rose Mather. - Julie & Blake Mather
In honor of John Howitt Mather. - Julie & Blake Mather
In honor of Grace Anne Mather. - Julie & Blake Mather
In honor of our children, Hudson, William and Everett. - Lindsay and Peter McWhorter
In honor of Linda and Philip McWhorter. - Lindsay and Peter McWhorter
In honor of Jane Easson Tullo. - Lindsay and Peter McWhorter
In memory of David Roberson. - Peter McWhorter
In honor of the ministry of Matt Colwell. - Lindsay and Peter McWhorter and family
In honor of the ministry of Sean J. Miller. - Lindsay and Peter McWhorter and family
In honor of Randy Ante and FPCG’s Sextons. - Lindsay and Peter McWhorter and family
In honor of our grandchildren. - Phil & Linda McWhorter
In memory of Philip J. Smith. - The Smith–Miciotta family
In memory of Evelyn Belase Steele. - The Smith–Miciotta family
In memory of Alice Bulman Miciotta. - The Smith–Miciotta family
In memory of Dominick Thomas Miciotta. - The Smith–Miciotta family
In honor of Faith Sommerfield. - The Smith–Miciotta family
In memory of Philip J. Smith. - The Smith–Miciotta family
In memory of Evelyn Belase Steele. - The Smith–Miciotta family
In memory of Alice Bulman Miciotta. - The Smith–Miciotta family
In memory of Dominick Thomas Miciotta. - The Smith–Miciotta family
In honor of Faith Sommerfield. - The Smith–Miciotta family
In memory of Henry R. Minchin III. - His mother, Katherine G. Minchin
In honor of Theodore L. Minchin. - His mother, Katherine G. Minchin
In honor of George G. Minchin. - His mother, Katherine G. Minchin
In honor of Edward A. Bogner, Sr. - The Miranda family
In honor of Patricia Burger. - The Miranda family
In honor of James M. Conner. - Robert S. Murch
In honor of our parents, Tom & Tami Nelson. - Meredith and Olivia Nelson
In honor of Olivia Nelson and Michael Herrmann. - Tom and Tami Nelson
In honor of the Bruce Nicholas Family. - Phyllis Nicholas
In memory of Rose and Arlet Walker. - Phyllis Nicholas
In memory of Marjorie and Cary Nicholas. - Phyllis Nicholas
In honor of Jack Christopher Niehaus. - Lori and Chris Niehaus
In honor of Joseph Deyo Mathewson. - Lori and Chris Niehaus
In memory of Mary Ingalls Mathewson. - Lori and Chris Niehaus
In memory of Barbara Davis Pennant. - Lori and Chris Niehaus
In honor of Scott Andrew Niehaus. - Lori and Chris Niehaus
In honor of Emily Christina Niehaus. - Lori and Chris Niehaus
In honor of Elizabeth Lorene Niehaus. - Lori and Chris Niehaus
In honor of Blake Christopher Niehaus. - Lori and Chris Niehaus
In honor of our friends and family. - The Nook family
In honor of Emily and Lara. - Laura and Rich Novak
In honor of Ashley and Nigel. - Laura and Rich Novak
In honor of Richie and Nick. - Laura and Rich Novak
In honor of Laura and Rich Novak. - Their children and grandchildren
In memory of Dorothy S. Novak. - The Allegro family
In honor of Richard E. Novak. - The Allegro family
In memory of Catherine Hyder Ogden. - Allena and Emma Ogden
In memory of William F. Ogden. - Ross H. Ogden, Jr.
In memory of Ethel Hunter Ogden. - Edward H. Ogden
In memory of Mrs. Ross Hunter. - Ross H. Ogden, Sr.
You – May we all feel God through music. - The Oh family
In memory of Scott Olson. - Peter, Jeanie, Elizabeth, Griffin and Lilly Olson
In memory of Wayne Olson. - Peter, Jeanie, Elizabeth, Griffin and Lilly Olson
In honor of Peter and Jean Olson. - Phylis Olson, Peter’s Mom
In honor of Elizabeth, Griffin and Lillian Olson. - Nana Olson
In memory of Ted & Elinda Ongaro. - Ron Ongaro
In honor of Heidi Ongaro. - Ron Ongaro
In honor of Ron Ongaro, Jr. - Ron Ongaro
In honor of John Ongaro. - Ron Ongaro
In honor of Gloria Hughart. - The First Presby Quilters
In memory of Edie VanderVoort. - The Pandolfino family
In honor of our dear church family. - The Pandolfino family
In memory of Lew Parker. - Sharon Parker
In memory of Henry and Florence Portin. - Sharon Portin Parker
In honor of the Bell Choir. - Sharon Parker
In honor of Colton and Parker Jones. - Lew and Sharon Parker
In honor of Brad & Alex Parker. - Mom & Dad
In memory of our parents. - Ed & Deb Parker
In memory of William & Nancy Easman. - Sally Parris
In honor of Eleanor & Doug Francefort. - Susan & Robert Peterson
In honor of our parents. - Elizabeth & Bob Peyton
In honor of Stanford Newton Phelps. - Elizabeth Richmond Phelps
In honor of Stanford Newton Phelps. - George Richmond Phelps
In honor of Stanford Newton Phelps. - Kate & Dan McNamara
In honor of Stanford "Bam" Newton Phelps. - Max Phelps
In honor of Stanford "Bam" Newton Phelps. - Garrett Phelps
In honor of Stanford "Bam" Newton Phelps. - Ford Phelps
In honor of Karla and Austin. - The Pickens family
In memory of Paul Schutter. - Paulette and Dennis Pipher
In memory of John and Agnes Pipher. - Paulette and Dennis Pipher
In honor of Isabelle Pipher. - Mom and Dad
In honor of the FPCG Congregation. - Steve and Margaret Plunkett
In memory of Richard Edward Pribyl. - The Pribyl family
In honor of Margaret Whalen Pribyl. - The Pribyl family
In honor of Jean Burton Walker Campbell. - The Pribyl family
In honor of John David Campbell. - The Pribyl family
In honor of Charles, Courtney, Luke & Jake Spada. - Gil and Nancy Raker
In honor of Nancy Raker. - Courtney Raker Spada
In honor of Gil Raker. - Courtney Raker Spada
In honor of Luke Charles Spada. - Charles Spada and Courtney Raker Spada
In honor of Jake Terence Spada. - Charles Spada and Courtney Raker Spada
In honor of Charles Terence Spada. - Courtney Raker Spada
In memory of Jane G. Irwin. - The Reimers family
In memory of the Rev. Carl D. Reimers, Jr. - The Reimers family
In memory of John N. Irwin II. - The Reimers family
In memory of Watt W. Reynolds III. - The Reimers family
In memory of Damon P. Polcini. - The Reimers family
In memory of Stephen B. Powers. - The Reimers family
In honor of Lloyd Reynolds. - Darren Reynolds
In memory of Herald L. Ritch. - Hal, Linda & Seth Ritch
In memory of Caroline L. Ritch. - Hal, Linda & Seth Ritch
In memory of Roberta A. Ritch. - Hal, Linda & Seth Ritch
In honor of Eleanor L. Ritch. - Hal, Linda & Seth Ritch
In honor of Michael Galatioto. - Hal, Linda & Seth Ritch
In honor of Grace R. Galatioto. - Hal, Linda & Seth Ritch
In honor of Anna R. Galatioto. - Hal, Linda & Seth Ritch
In honor of Seth A. Ritch. - Hal & Linda Ritch
In honor of Linda S. Ritch. - Hal & Seth Ritch
In memory of John R. Roberson. - Charlene & Kathy Roberson
In memory of David H. Roberson. - Charlene & Kathy Roberson
In memory of Kirsten Brant-Casey. - Oscar and Dana Rodriguez
In memory of John Perez. - Oscar and Dana Rodriguez
In memory of Mary Lou Sunderwirth Conner. - Dr. Nancy J. Sears
In memory of Lila Shorts & Patricia Awad. - Kathryn Shorts & Daoud Awad
In memory of Lambert Shorts. - Kathryn Shorts & Daoud Awad
In memory of Douglas Shorts. - Kathryn Shorts & Daoud Awad
In honor of Philip J. Smith. - Faith Sommerfield & Philip’s family
In memory of Frances Van Kleeck. - Kendall and Ainsley Sorenson
In memory of Maurice Daisey. - Kendall and Ainsley Sorenson
In memory of Wayne Sorenson. - Kendall and Ainsley Sorenson
In memory of Lael Sorenson. - Kendall and Ainsley Sorenson
In memory of Gerald Kec. - Kendall and Ainsley Sorenson
In honor of my daughter, Kristin Soto MacLaggan. - Judy and Ray Soto
In honor of my daughter, Elizabeth Soto Halloran. - Judy and Ray Soto
In honor of my son, Raymond Michael Soto, Jr. - Judy and Ray Soto
In honor of our family. - Sue and David Sproule
In memory of Sarah Willard Taylor. - Sally Stephenson
In honor of Zachary M Sternberg. - His parents
In honor of William R Sternberg. - His parents
In honor of Katherine W Sternberg. - Her parents
In honor of Stanford Newton Phelps. - John Elting Stratton
In honor of my beloved aunt, Winona Mullis. - Norma Thatcher
In gratitude of many years of friendship, inspiration, education, and joy. - Sally Thébaud
In honor of Lane Thomas. - Kelly and Leighton Thomas
In honor of Kingsley Thomas. - Kelly and Leighton Thomas
In memory of Bascomb Waterfield Thomas. - The Thomas Family
In memory of Anne & Jim Nethercott. - The Waters Family
In honor of Sandy & Steve Waters. - Their children, James, John, and Anne Waters
In honor of Jackson, Vaughn, & Teddy Waters. - Tara and James Waters
In honor of Tara and James Waters, Jackson, Vaughn, and Teddy. - Sandy and Steve Waters
In honor of Steve Waters. - Sandy Waters
In honor of Anne and Jon Enberg, Peter, and Simba. - Sandy and Steve Waters
In honor of Melissa and John Waters, Jacob and Noah. - Sandy and Steve Waters
In memory of my parents, Frank and Vivian West. - Thomas West
In memory of my sister, Sharon Page West. - Thomas West
In honor of our FPCG family. - Gail and Peter Wilson
In memory of Edith Lucille Wilson. - Her loving husband, James Ronald Wilson, Jr.
In memory of our beloved mother, Edith Lucille Wilson. - Christine Edith and James Ronald, III Wilson
In memory of Edith Lucille Wilson. - Her loving grandchildren
In honor of our daughter Kris Nascimento-Wilson, and her family. - James Ronald Wilson, Jr., MD
In honor of our son James Ronald Wilson, III and his family. - James Ronald Wilson, Jr., MD
In memory of Rolf and Edel Hasner. - The Yoder family
In honor of Adin and Anne Yoder. - The Yoder family
In memory of George Tychsen. - Merle Yoder
In honor of Jake Zadik. - Christine and David Zadik
In honor of Ellie Zadik. - Christine and David Zadik
In memory of Barbara Zadik. - Christine and David Zadik
In memory of Kenneth Pawlicki. - Christine and David Zadik
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